ORGANIZE YOUR NEWSLETTERS
In times past we offered a Newsletter “Cover Set” consisting of two attractive cover pages, two heavy plastic protective covers, and
a Table of Contents for barely over cost...plus postage. The response to this offer was moderate, not the expected stampede! But I then
organized my own personal issues after 1988 into two more binders, and I am amazed that I hadn’t done this before, after all it was my idea!
The resulting three “organizers” were every bit the ready-reference I anticipated. With the T/C in the first binder, it is a breeze to zip through
it to look up an article, then pick up the correct binder and turn to that article. Beats the heck out of going through stacks of loose
Newsletters, sometimes more than once, to find a story I knew I had! I have now placed a FIFTH cover set on my shelves. —ER
With the materials offered here, you will be able to organize your
PLVS VLTRA Newsletters into a set of reference binders. In four
plastic spine assemblies you will store 24 years of the Newsletter thru
2006 in a chronological fashion. In the fifth, you can begin collecting
the 2007 & 2008 issues right now...with room for 2009-2012. Each
organizer holds six volumes (years) of letters, the first including the
Table of Contents. Organizer #1: the 1983—1988 issues; #2: 1989—
1994; #3 the issues for 1995—2000; and Organizer #4 holds the 2001—
2006 issues. Now, Cover Set #5 lets you start organizing the 20072012 issues. As long as they are supported on each side, these five
organizers can stand up on your bookshelf along with your other
important references. For my own set of newsletter organizers I
inserted index tab pages between each volume (year) of issues and
wrote the year that follows the tab in big characters.
We now offer five Organizer Kits, each with the two 80# parchment-toned cover
pages, plus two heavy-duty clear plastic protective covers (all pre-punched), and a
black 1-1/2-inch plastic spine (comb), ready for assembly (instructions included).
INDEX TABS ARE NOT INCLUDED.
OK #1’s cover is the original design of Florida Treasure Brokers with a departing
galleon and sketches of both sides of a two reales from Mexico, ca. 1556; this one
will hold the Newsletters of years 1983-1988 plus the T/C (sold separately). OK #2
holds Newsletters of 1989-1994 and its cover design depicts two arriving galleons,
an astrolabe, and two sides of a four reales from Panama, ca. 1580. OK #3’s cover is
decorated with a departing fleet of galleons facing coin sketches of the early silver
and gold coins from the Colombian mints, and it holds the 1995-2000 issues. (See
photo.) OK #4’s cover (below photo) is decorated with a sketch of a grounded galleon with inquisitive natives approaching in dugouts;
coin diagrams of early Santo Domingo and Mexico are arrayed. OK #5 (2007-2012) displays coins from Mexico and Peru, encircling two
galleons nearly becalmed. If you already have the first four sets, then it will only be necessary to order the fifth.
NOTE: YOU WILL NEED ACCESS TO A GBC OR IBICO BINDER MACHINE...OR A COPY CENTER!
The Organizer Kit costs are as follows: Organizer Kit #1, 1983-1988...$5.00; Organizer Kit #2, 1989-1994...$5.00; Organizer Kit #3, 19952000...$5.00, Organizer Kit #4, 2001-2006...$5.00, and Organizer Kit #5, 2007-2012...$5.00. Order all five kits for $20.00! The Table of Contents,
1983-2002, costs $6.00 (future T/C pages will come with future Newsletters.) Postage in the U.S., whether one kit, all five, or all five with the
T/C is the same: Priority Mail* at $11.00; the USPS pays for the box and gets it to you in 2-3 days! Foreign postage (Air Mail): Please inquire.
ORDER FROM: EN RADA Publications / P.O. Box 1698 / W. Palm Beach, FL 33402-1698.
ORGANIZER KIT #1—1983-1988:

$5.00

[ ]

PLEASE SEND TO:

ORGANIZER KIT #2—1989-1994:

$5.00

[ ]

NAME:

ORGANIZER KIT #3—1995-2000:

$5.00

[ ]

ADDRESS

ORGANIZER KIT #4—2001-2006:

$5.00

[ ]

ADDRESS

ORGANIZER KIT #5—2007-2012:

$5.00

[ ]

CITY

ALL FIVE ORGANIZER KITS:

$20.00

[ ]

STATE/COUNTRY/ZIP

TABLE OF CONTENTS—1983-2002:

$6.00

[ ]

*Alternate P/P (Check before ordering)

$??

[ ]

MY TOTAL:
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